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- Security updates for Wednesday [LWN.net] [2]

  Security updates have been issued by Red Hat (.NET 6.0 and log4j), SUSE (389-ds, grub2, kernel, openssl-1_1, python-Twisted, webkit2gtk3, and xen), and Ubuntu (php7.2, php7.4, php8.0, php8.1 and util-linux).

- M1 Chip Vulnerability - Schneier on Security [3]

  It's not obvious how to exploit this vulnerability in the wild, so I'm unsure how important this is. Also, I don't know if it also applies to Apple's new M2 chip.

- Arp poisoning attack with ettercap tutorial in Kali Linux updated 2022[4]

  Welcome back, you are reading Penetration Testing Tutorial and I hope to learn lots of things and enjoyed to reading my blog.

  Today I will cover the Arp poisoning attack with ettercap tutorial in Kali Linux 2.0 through these articles.
If you want to get good knowledge about the arp poisoning attack it's my suggestion don't leave the article in middle read complete tutorial for best knowledge.

- Akamai Warns Of "Panchan" Linux Botnet That Leverages Golang Concurrency, Systemd [5] [Ed: Michael Larabel has officially joined the anti-Linux FUD club (also blaming Go, for totally ludicrous reasons)]
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